The media explosion can be
tremendous for getting quickly
to what you want or need.
For some, it’s been a brave new
world. To others, using podcasts and
e-zines and video conferencing has
always been just a part of life.

So any interface with an audience
needs to more than tell. It must
be telling, sure to connect and hold
and influence. That goes for the whole
package – thinking, text,
design and fulfilment…
But challenging for any company or
organisation competing for attention.

From pictograph drawings to the first
printing press nearly 600 years ago, we
are now well into the third great age of
communication. The digital revolution
has united with TV and radio to flood us
with a boundless sea of information.
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Five things about us
worth knowing

Think we could help you?
Let’s talk about it…

We started in an 1850s town house
in 1991, with years of experience in
leading companies and ad agencies
About 200 clients have used us on an
ongoing basis or for one-off help
We’re as happy working for an SME
as the big boys like Kellogg’s or
AstraZeneca
Several of the media we’ve written
and produced have picked up awards
Expertise in European languages has
been of special benefit to some clients

Contact: Stephen Marsden
Townhouse Communications
The Town House
2 Lostock Road
Poynton
Cheshire SK12 1LL, UK

Phone: +44 (0) 1625 875271
Mobile: +44 (0) 7774 699685
Email: sm@tcomms.co.uk
Website: www.tcomms.co.uk

reports & newsletters

lifestyle marketing

consumer advertising

retail marketing

trade advertising & POS

launch support material

creative concepts

product catalogues

we’re all unique
So our service runs as wide as the needs of
the people we work for
brochures & editorial

multi-divisional literature

government information

industry media relations

issues PR campaigns

multi-lingual communications

newsletters & downloads

websites & updates

articles & photography
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